Geo Systems
The Geo System's non turf cricket pitch is a combination of aggregate courses, woven Geo textile,
Drainage Geo Composite, recycled under pad and either a Wilton Woven or Needle punch playing
surface. Some information on each element can be found below:
Geo Weave Surface - 12mm
A professional standard, high quality woven cricket wicket with cross linked backing to provide extra
strength and reduce damage caused by general wear and tear during play.
Recycled Geolayer 2 Under Pad 6mm
Impact absorbing cricket underlay constructed from fibre bonded needle punch and is made from 100%
mixed blend polyester waste
Performance Aggregate Geo Layer 3 - 50mm
6mm to dust granite shavings
Re-enforcing woven Geo Textile Geo Layer 4 - 2mm
GEOfabrics reinforcing woven geotextile provides reinforcement to the sub-grade to prevent excessive
deformation of the surface with overlying load. This particularly critical where sub-grade conditions are
soft and subject to deformation with continual load cycles.
Base Aggregate Geo Layer 5 - 50mm
10mm Angular granite or carboniferous limestone

Netting 50mm Mesh
48mm Tube

Geo Weave Surface - 12mm

Recycled Geo Layer 2 Under Pad - 6mm
Performance Aggregate Geo Layer 3 - 50mm
Re-enforcing Woven Geo Textile Geo Layer 4 - 2mm
Base Aggregate Geo Layer 5 - 50mm

Ground socket supported by concrete
500mm Ground Socket

4"x2" or 100 x 50mm pressure treated
Timber or recycled Lumber

Optional Extras

Batting curtains to aide viewing and provide a secondary cushion for the ball, 2m high white mesh as
standard.

Anti vermin skirt, 500mm skirt sewn in to the bottom of the net to guard against vermin damage

Bowlers end protection net/sight screen , as part of the framework or as a standalone structure.

Fully enclosed, full length or extra heavy duty batting cages.

3G bowling ends for use with spikes, a solution for clubs who are short on space.

Green or black netting with the option of our heavy duty 3mm 50mm mesh.

Full length Geo layer 1 rather than surround surfacing between the batting and bowling ends.

Recycled synthetic timber around the perimeter and batting and bowling ends.
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